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Take a hardcore journey. Follow a wrestler who started with just a dream, then became

everything his name says he is. See his early days, his training, and his first few steps into the

WWF spotlight. Jump in the ring with Aldo Montoya, go on the road with the Kliq, and watch his

incredible ECW transformation to the extreme. Then, in the main event, witness PJ Polaco

battle his toughest opponent to date – the demons who tried to end his life, and his subsequent

struggle to make a miraculous comeback.Wrestling fans of all kinds will agree that this book is

not just the coolest, not just the best, it is… JUSTIN CREDIBLE.PLUS:Foreword by Lance

StormGrowing up in ConnecticutBackyard wrestling!Training with the the Harts in

CalgaryStarting out as enhancement talent with WWFHis run as Aldo MontoyaBecoming

Justin CredibleHis famous ECW Championship runTagging with Lance Storm as The Impact

PlayersHis return to WWECrazy rockstar-like road storiesIndependent wrestlingROH & other

promotionsBattling personal demonsThe comeback

From the Inside FlapThis book introduces the fundamental principles of antenna theory and

explains how to apply them to the analysis, design, and measurements of antennas. Due to the

variety of methods of analysis and design, and the different antenna structures available, the

applications covered in this book are made to some of the most basic and practical antenna

configurations. Among these antenna configurations are linear dipoles; loops; arrays;

broadband antennas; aperture antennas; horns; microstrip antennas; and reflector antennas.

The text contains sufficient mathematical detail to enable undergraduate and beginning

graduate students in electrical engineering and physics to follow the flow of analysis and

design. Readers should have a basic knowledge of undergraduate electromagnetic theory,

including Maxwell’s equations and the wave equation, introductory physics, and differential and

integral calculus. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverThis book

introduces the fundamental principles of antenna theory and explains how to apply them to the

analysis, design, and measurements of antennas. Due to the variety of methods of analysis

and design, and the different antenna structures available, the applications covered in this

book are made to some of the most basic and practical antenna configurations. Among these

antenna configurations are linear dipoles; loops; arrays; broadband antennas; aperture

antennas; horns; microstrip antennas; and reflector antennas. The text contains sufficient

mathematical detail to enable undergraduate and beginning graduate students in electrical

engineering and physics to follow the flow of analysis and design. Readers should have a basic

knowledge of undergraduate electromagnetic theory, including Maxwell’s equations and the

wave equation, introductory physics, and differential and integral calculus. --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.About the AuthorConstantine A. Balanis received his BSEE degree from

the Virginia Tech in 1964, his MEE degree from the University of Virginia in 1966, his PhD in

Electrical Engineering from The Ohio State University in 1969, and an Honorary Doctorate

from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 2004. From 1964 to 1970, he was with the

NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, VA, and from 1970 to 1983, he was with the

Department of Electrical Engineering of West Virginia University. In 1983 he joined Arizona

State University and is now Regents' Professor of Electrical Engineering. Dr. Balanis is also a

life fellow of the IEEE. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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IndiesCREDITSFOREWORDThe wrestling industry can be viewed as a giant web of

intersecting, often entangled, lines. Each wrestler walks their own path along one of these

lines, and your friends are determined by how often your line crosses with someone else’s. If

your paths cross often enough and for long enough periods of time, those friends become your

family. People often joke about the frequency with which wrestlers call each other brother, but

for those of us whose paths crossed often enough, that is exactly how we see each other. It

isn’t a cliché or silly nickname, it is truly how we see each other.We are brothers. We are part

of a special family.That is exactly how I feel about PJ, he is my brother. Our career paths didn’t

just cross, they were intertwined. Monday, July 6, 1992 wasn’t the first day of my career, but it

was the first day of his, and I was there. It was the day PJ started wrestling school, at the Hart

Brothers’ Pro Wrestling Camp in, Calgary....Alberta, Canada… and I was the instructor. I taught

PJ how to wrestle. I was there for his first bump, I was there for his first wrestling concussion

that he received from a back bump taking a high knee (yes it was my knee), and I was there to

see his first match, against fellow student Jake Steele. We wrestled our first match against

each other on Dec 11, 1992 right before he left Calgary to head back home to Connecticut.Our

paths would not cross again until Extreme Championship Wrestling (ECW) in 1997. However,

he was instrumental in putting Jim Cornette and me in contact with each other in 1993, which

lead to my run in Smoky Mountain Wrestling (SMW), with Chris Jericho as The Thrillseekers. If

you’ve ever watched, and no doubt laughed, at the wacky Thrillerseeker music videos on

YouTube, you owe a big thank you to PJ.It was in ECW where our friendship became a

brotherhood. We constantly pestered Paul Heyman to book us in a match against each other. It

took over a year, but it finally happened on December 17, 1998 in a Three Way Dance with

Tommy Dreamer. PJ (Justin Credible at this time) and I were heels, so we were working

together more than we actually fought each other, but we were back in the ring together and

had a ball. Our friendship must have translated to the audience and our timing was sharp

because Paul immediately decided to put us together as a team and The Impact Players were

born.Our run as The Impact Players was one of the best times, I think, either of us had in our

entire careers. In my opinion, The Impact Players were the perfect hybrid team that

represented everything ECW was about. PJ (Justin) was the street clothes-wearing, brawling,

kendo stick-wielding, hardcore fighter, and I was the wrestling tights-wearing, highly athletic,

technically skilled wrestler. Together we covered all the bases, we knew each other so well,

and we complimented each other so perfectly, which led us to two runs with the ECW World

Tag Team titles.When it was time for me to leave ECW and for us to part ways again, he was

the ECW World champion. My last match in ECW was challenging him for that title on May 14,

2000, in the main event of the Hardcore Heaven PPV. It was our first singles match against

each other since our first match together, over seven years earlier. This match was the only

one in my North American career that I ever “got color” (intentionally bled), and the only time in



my career that it was my choice. I wanted to give PJ everything I could in this match and

thought blood would help this match feel bigger and get over more. My former partner beat me

to a bloody pulp and sent me packing from ECW.It would be just a year later when we found

ourselves together again, in World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE, but World Wrestling

Federation or WWF at the time). I made my WWE debut in my hometown and I picked up my

old partner at the airport when he got in for the show. (PJ had started back with WWE after

ECW shut down). We did several tag matches together again in WWE, although never as a

regular team. The Impact Players were never officially reunited. Our most noted match in WWE

was Aug 13, 2001 in Chicago against Edge and Christian on Monday Night RAW. It was like

old times and so much fun. I think we both hoped Vince McMahon would see in us, what Paul

Heyman had before, but it was not to be and our paths would diverge again.My last big match,

before retiring from full-time wrestling, was June 12, 2005 at the ECW reunion PPV One Night

Stand. I had a singles match with Chris Jericho but it wouldn’t have been an ECW reunion for

me without the reunion of The Impact Players. PJ was there to “lend a hand” in my victory over

Jericho and getting to hit our Impact Players’ pose in the middle of an ECW ring in New York

City, made this night something special.Our last match together was September 20, 2014, on a

Pro Wrestling Syndicate show in New Jersey. We faced the Reynold Brothers, and we were

tasked with helping put them on the map as a tag team, and I felt we did that in spades. It was

The Impact Players’ “Last Stand” and in classic wrestling fashion, we went out on our backs.It

was a nearly 22-year span, from our first match to our last. I was with PJ for the longest span

of anyone in my 26-year in-ring career. This is why, as I stated at the beginning, I consider PJ

my wrestling brother. We shared a big part of our lives together, doing something we both

loved. I would not have had the career I had, nor would I be the man I am today without him. �

Thank you, PJ, much love. Your friend, your partner, your brother…Lance StormCHAPTER

ZEROI was on a trip heading for the Philippines.My body was tightly crammed into a fairly

small seat for a professional wrestler and it was sore. I was already beat from working three

weeks straight with no days off, before getting on this plane for yet another tour.As an

entertainer, I guess it is kind of ironic to say that you needed to be creative in order to find

ways to entertain yourself on the road. Some guys liked movies. Some guys liked to read. For

me, I liked to school myself in the world of song.I am a big music buff. For this flight, I decided

to listen to some Elvis on a Sony Discman to take the edge off. For my listening pleasure, I

wasn’t planning on just listening to his oldies or greatest hits album. I was set to indulge in the

live performances of the sweet older “Vegas Elvis.” (You know, the sweet fat one who did karate

moves.)I snapped in the first disc and hit play.At this time in his life, Elvis Presley had already

become an icon. He had traveled the world and become a grizzled stage performer. He had his

whole stage show down to a science. He had a giant crew versed in everything, who were

always ready to meet the King’s every demand and whim.I knew his hits, and I knew he was

the man. However, I was unfamiliar with his work at this point in his career, so I decided that for

this trip, I was just going to sit there and take it all in. “Thank you very much, mama,” the King

said. “And this one is going out to the little girl in the back row.” You know, “Elvis has left the

building,” - that whole thing.I had seen a documentary on his life a few weeks back that got me

interested in him. I found it interesting from watching that show that Elvis planned all of his

shows out just like they did in the old Baptist tent ministries. Those ministers had learned that if

you took your people on an emotional roller coaster, they felt like they had experienced

something special, and in turn, would put more money in the offertory.Elvis learned from

religion that you needed to touch all the emotions at just the right times to make the audience

feel like they were experiencing something to really buy in to. From this mentality, he created a



fanbase around the globe like nobody ever had before.Elvis was a worker.He knew the value of

being larger than life. He knew the importance of being visual. He had his own language. He

was a headliner on top of his game and knew exactly how to control his audience.I had done

my homework before the trip. Knowing there was no way I was going to be able to sleep for 17

hours, and knowing that international flight movies usually sucked, I was ready. I had a small

carry-on bag with me complete with several burned CDs, and a TIME Magazine special on The

Life of the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.I opened up the magazine and looked at the pictures. Every

shot looked like WrestleMania. People were screaming and losing control over the one little dot

on the stage.I closed the book and listened for myself, trying to live in the moment. I was

picturing the lights and the whole stage act. I heard the audience. I pictured how the stage

would look. I was fully immersed. Then, right along with the music, I see the gestation of an

arm.It seemed that the arm was moving back and forth to the music, almost like a conductor. I

watched for a moment until I realized that it was just The Undertaker (Mark Calaway) rubbing

his arm over and over. He is a big dude, of course, and was hanging out over into the aisle.

From the way he was pushing on it and rotating his shoulder. I knew something was up. I had

been there myself, so when one of the tracks ended, I hit pause to say something to him and

see what was up.“What’s up with your shoulder, man?”“Eh,” he said. “It’s okay. I popped it out a

few months ago. The pain went away but after a bump a few days ago, now it’s back.”“Me too,” I

said. “The same thing happened to me, until Scotty (Scott Hall), that is, gave me some magic

pill.”“Magic pill?”“Yeah,” I said. “Not sure what it was, but it went right away.”“Eh, it’ll be okay,” he

said. “I guess what I really could use is some sleep. We have like another 12 hours or

something to go.”“Ugh,” I said. I sat back in my seat, ready to hang and bang with Elvis again.

Just as I hit play, I heard a voice, so I hit pause.“Hold on, dead man,” another voice from behind

me said. I looked back and saw that it was Henry Godwinn who continued saying, “I got

something for that!”“Oh yeah?” Taker said, as he turned around with a devilish grin on his face.

“I don’t know if I want what you have to offer, since that last time.”Henry Godwinn got up and

reached into the overhead bins. He sifted through them for a minute until he found his carry-on.

“I have just the thing.”Now, again, come this time, the WWF’s drug culture was at an all-time

high. As I mentioned before, we were talking pills to get through matches, come down from a

high to sleep, and then to wake up and be ready to go the next morning for energy. Not wanting

to be excluded, I watched, waited, and put my hand out too like you did back in high school

when someone was offering a friend a piece of gum and you wanted some.Godwinn tooled

around in his bag which was leaning on my headrest for a few minutes or so, then he finally

found what he was looking for. He reached above me and handed something small to Taker,

then I stuck out my hand and smiled.“You ready for this?” Godwinn asked, smiling a toothless

smirk. “Hell, I don’t give a shit. You are a grown-ass man.”He pulled up my hand and put a little

piece of paper in it.“Fucking acid?” I asked.Taker and Godwinn laughed.I waited a few minutes

before acting. During this time, Taker turned around a few times, as did Godwinn to see if I had

partaken in the goods. I had not. There were two reasons why I didn’t jump right in. One, I

knew when you were overseas, if you got caught with some hard shit, you could go to jail. And,

two, I didn’t really know what to expect; I had never done it before.I held on to that little piece of

paper for some time. I studied it. You see, LSD is usually sold as small squares of paper with

pictures on them, known as tabs or blotters. LSD can also be sold as a liquid or as tiny pellets,

known as micro dots, but I had a little piece of paper that didn’t look intimidating at all. It had a

stupid little cartoon of what I think was supposed to be Felix the Cat. I flipped it over and over

and just couldn’t imagine how that shit even worked.Come 20 minutes or so, I looked up at The

Undertaker, and he was not rubbing his arm, nor was he sleeping. He was all bobbing and



weaving. It really was a funny site to see – that big monster of a guy like that. He was bugging

out kind of, and I started laughing.“Hey, man,” Godwinn laughed. “You are next. You going to do

it or what?”I just laughed and looked down at Felix staring up at me.“You know if you just sit

there and hold it forever, it will eventually just absorb into your bloodstream through your

hand.”Really?Trying to look tough, I smiled, and just popped it in my mouth and started

chewing it. I expected it to taste like putting your tongue on a battery, or to have some kind of

chemical taste that would tear my eyes up, but that wasn’t the case at all. Now, for those of you

who don’t know, liquid LSD (aka liquid acid) has no taste at all. Much to my surprise, that Felix

the Cat LSD tab just tasted like the paper it was printed on. It reminded me of making a spitball

back in math class.This is fucking cake.Godwinn nodded and disappeared. I sat back in my

seat and put Elvis back on. I swallowed the paper and waited.Jokes on them. I think mine was

a dud.I sat there for a while and listened to a few more tracks. I pictured Elvis dancing around

again, and found my imagination of the sight funny. The image in my head was of Elvis Presley

in the sweet white jumpsuit with all of the rhinestones and jewels running up and down the

stage singing what was being piped into my ears at the time, “A little less conversation.. a little

more action.” He was sweating up a storm and dabbing his forehead with a bright red scarf,

and then he came right up to where I was sitting. He got fatter and fatter and fatter until he

turned into something else before my very eyes. His face turned olive and stretched. His

tongue fell out of the corner of his mouth. A large tail popped out of the back of his jumpsuit.

When he was done growing, what was left behind looked like a cross between the king and…

and… Jabba the Hutt?What the fuck?!I opened my eyes up and looked around. I was still on

the plane, but it felt like a weird dream. I looked down at my trusty Discman. It was still pretty

much where I left it off.I don’t think I fell asleep. Did I?I unbuckled my seat belt and stood up to

shake it off. I peeked over my seat to see if I could find Henry Godwinn to ask him what I

should expect. In looking around quickly, I saw a number of faces, but I only really recognized

Savio Vega, a founding member of the Bone Street Krew (BSK).“Hey, man,” Savio said. “You

okay?”Before I could answer, Savio’s skin turned bright green, then started to change to yellow,

and then to red. He looked like a fucking street light.“Yeah, yeah man,” I said, sliding back into

my seat, not wanting to admit I was starting to trip.I knew the deal. I already knew that acid was

a powerful hallucinogenic drug. I had heard that you’re likely to experience a distorted view of

reality when you take it, which kind of scared me a little to be honest, which is why I chose to

stay away from it in the past. The experience of taking LSD, called tripping, I knew could last for

several hours and could be very intense. I also knew that trips could be “good or bad”

depending on whether the experience was enjoyable or scary. What I didn’t know, however,

was what was going to happen to me.After seeing Savio turn into the Incredible Hulk before my

very eyes, I decided to sit back down and close them.What I didn’t know was that when you

take LSD, there’s no way of knowing how you might feel. There’s no way of knowing what kind

of trip you’re going to go on. I also didn’t know that once you start tripping it’s difficult to control

the effects, and you can’t just sleep it off.With acid, there is no escape. Once you commit, you

are awake the whole time and you see EVERYTHING that your mind decides to dish out.

Depending on the amount of chemical on your paper, you are looking at six to eight hours of

tripping easily. Now, to do it right and especially for the first time, it is usually a good practice to

have someone there not tripping to help calm you down. Having that voice of reason there was

huge because they could talk you through some of your concerns. It was almost like having a

designated driver like me, the guy The Kliq relied on when they were out getting bombed.

However, I was not about to ask Savio to be my savior, and Godwinn was nowhere to be

found.On top of not being able to just go to sleep like I could with pot or something, the idea of



“no escape” was even worse for me I think because I was on an airplane. When LSD-induced

paranoia sets in, being thousands of feet in the air with no way to get out was a brutal thought.

On top of that, there was also “no escape” for me because I was pretty much confined to my

seat.After a quick interaction with Savio, I waited for five or 10 minutes, then stood up to go

splash my face with water in the bathroom. However, when I looked around to find my way

back, it looked like I had somehow been transported to the set of the freaking Muppet Show. All

the way back as far as I could see, there were seats and seats and seats, and each one of

them had a weird-ass fucking monster in them! If I wanted to rush to the restroom, I was going

to have to pass dozens of ghouls and goblins to make it there. Everyone I looked at had

transformed into something hellish. It looked like WWE vs.The Walking Dead.Fuck this!I sat

back down. Fighting the urge to escape was difficult, so I figured sitting with my eyes closed

was my best option to escape my surroundings. That is when the worst part of “no escape”

kicked in. In those tiny ass seats, you know how your knees and legs lean against the chair in

front of you? Well, my chair was rocking away. I couldn’t remember for a second where I was,

so I leaned up to look. Then, I saw what looked like a demon sitting in front of me… the fucking

Undertaker! He was still tripping. I reached my hand over toward him to try and get some kind

of encouragement that everything was going to be all right, but that was all wrong! The

Undertaker saw the fear in my eyes and decided to have some fun with me. This fun was

something that was not fun for me and was something I could not get away from for the next

six hours or so.LSD feeds off of your imagination so every person’s experience is unique. How

the trip goes is affected by how much you take, your surroundings, your mood, who you are

with, and how comfortable you are with them. If you’re in a bad mood, feeling worried or

depressed, LSD might make those feelings worse. And if someone who looks like the devil is

fucking with you, well, you can probably imagine what this does to the trip.The Undertaker

turned around slowly. The lights on the plane seemed to dim. There were red and black

shadows. He had all this red hair and shit and it was flowing all over the place and looked like

snakes. Then he held out his big hands right in front of my face and clapped.The clapping

sounded like thunder. It felt like the plane had just flown into a crazy storm. Taker knew he was

impacting my trip so the bastard kept on clapping. When he did, I felt shivers go up my back

and into my shoulders and neck.“What in the hell?” I said, sinking deeper and deeper into my

chair to get away from him.Everything went black. Then the thunder turned into hissing. When I

opened my eyes, the Taker was making crazy cat movements and scratching at my face,

hissing at me.“Oh please, man,” I said. “Please stop!”Taker just laughed and laughed. He

disappeared behind the chair, but it wasn’t long before he was back to fucking with me. The

Dead Man got right in my face and stuck his tongue out like he did at the end of one of his

matches and rolled his eyes back to intimidate me.My heart almost pounded out of my chest.

In my hallucinating state, I felt like I almost had a heart attack as I beheld The Undertaker’s

devil-like appearance.There was no escaping that shit. I was in hell staring at Satan himself for

six whole hours. I had fallen victim to The Undertaker, the BSK, and the LSD.On that entire trip

to the Philippines, I was completely “All Shook Up.”CHAPTER 1 – Kid StuffIn 1973, the United

States was ending its involvement in the Vietnam War. Ironically, around the same time, a baby

named PJ Polaco was born in Waterbury, Connecticut who would eventually grow up to work

for one of the most hardcore wrestling promotions in America.Waterbury was an interesting

first home for my parents who were coming to the States straight from Portugal to find a better

home. Like many immigrants, my parents came to our country looking for “The American

Dream” (and I don’t mean Dusty Rhodes.) I can picture them now, driving down a newer

Yankee Expressway Interstate 84 towards the “Brass Capital of the World,” at the young age of



24 or so, with not much money in their pockets but following their hearts and the idea of

hope.They chose a hometown that always had big industrial interests. It was the country’s main

manufacturer of brassware castings and finishings, as well as watches and clocks. Our city's

motto “Quid Aere Perennius?” means “What Is More Lasting than Brass?”I will be honest. As a

kid, I didn’t give a shit about brass. I would only come to use “brass knuckles” in my early

twenties and they were made of cardboard and athletic tape. But I’ll talk about that later…In my

earliest memories, I think I was pretty much a regular kid, except I didn’t speak English as my

first language. As I child, the language I spoke was the same as my parents: Portuguese. As

they started to learn better English themselves, they passed it on to their kids. Fortunately, this

happened at a time in our lives when we were young so it was an easier transition for us than

maybe it was for them.Becoming Americanized, however, was not at the cost of our family’s

ethnicity. We listened to Portuguese music in our apartment and every chance we got we ate

very ethnic foods like Bocaya, fava beans, and even Laitoa.The first time I saw this was at

some kind of block party where a few other friends of the family were celebrating something. I

remember my brother and me walking up to an old Portuguese guy who was wearing a wife-

beater complete with the gold chain and chest hair hanging out of the front of it. We

approached cautiously to a half steel barrel with legs to see that the old “Portagee” was turning

something around on a stick.“What is that?” my brother said, as we walked around our

neighbor to get a better look.“Laitoa,” the old man said stirring with one hand and taking a puff

off of a cigarette with the other.We knew that “Laitoa” was like roasted pork, but when we

looked down, we saw a full suckling pig on a spit.“Ew!” I said. “You eat that?”“Sure do,” he

replied. “And not a piece of it goes to waste.” He then went on to explain how the pork eaten

was from the earth, and none of it was wasted. “In the old country, depending on where you

came from, our ancestors would hunt and eat wild pigs. Then, every part of the boar was used,

from the bones to the meat to the hide. The skin and fur made excellent coverings for living and

traveling in the cold snow, and the food was always delicious. The bones could be used as

weapons, and the hides were drums.”My brother looked down at the gross carcass steaming

and crackling over the coals. “None of it is wasted?” he asked.“None of it,” he said.“What about

the eyes?”“The eyes?” he laughed. The old man stopped spinning the pig and took a fork. He

gouged a piece of the eye off, blew on it, and brought it up to his mouth. “The eyes are the best

part.”“Uggg!!!” we both yelled at the horror show before us. At that, we turned and ran as fast

as our feet could carry us down the street.STORYTELLINGWe had a nice little story ourselves.

We lived in a kind of inner-city area, at first, in a three-family home, but it wasn’t entirely urban.

We were good kids living the semi-suburban life. My mother worked hard at a tie factory and

my father was a tool maker who also worked a part-time job putting mattresses together at

Sealy Mattress. They both worked hard until they had eventually saved enough money to buy

and settle into our own nice home.My parents were proud as hell when they saved up enough

to put their family into a raised ranch that had three bedrooms, two baths, a fireplace

downstairs, and an adjoined garage. It even had a pretty cool built-in bar that really was the

pride of my father.So anyhow, my brother Michael was a little bit younger than I am, he was

born in 1977. He was pretty much my best friend growing up. We both loved silly putty, GI Joes,

and Star Wars toys. Man, we spent hours rewriting the Star Wars saga our own way, the way it

should have been, in our basement. The best toy for both of us came one Christmas. It was the

best toy in the whole world: The Star Wars Death Star playset. We played for hours having

Luke Skywalker “Tarzan-swing” across the open bridge to the elevator then booking him in a

hardcore match against the one-eyed green trash compactor monster in a pit of orange and

blue foam blocks.When the greatest toy in the world came to us as a Christmas gift, it was so



amazing that we just couldn’t wait to open it. You see, our family would put our gifts out weeks

before Christmas under the tree as part of our Christmas decorations like an overly decorated

house you would see on a shitty Hallmark holiday special, so to speak. The thing that my mom

didn’t know, however, was my brother and I had the willpower of a fat man at a buffet. Since I

have always been a little more on the heel side, there was no way I was going to wait for

Christmas morning to know if we were getting The Star Wars Death Star Playset or not. (We

needed this information drastically for our storylines, of course.)What we would do was wait

patiently for a time to come when we knew we had a few hours at home alone, then we would

take our gifts to the dinner table and carefully and slowly unwrap them with the precision of

brain surgeons. Then we would rewrap the empty boxes and get to play with our Christmas

gifts weeks before we were supposed to actually “open” them. Then come Christmas morning,

we would open empty boxes, but we didn’t even care at this point. We would openly show that

the boxes were empty to mock our parents and laugh. At this point, it would be too late for our

parents to really do anything and they would just shake their heads at the rib. �Now, I do want to

make something clear. Star Wars was absolutely awesome, but we didn’t only sit inside to play.

Unlike the vampire-like kids today, we didn’t have time-absorbing social media and video

games so we actually went outside to the real world during the day. We did have Atari and

would play Space Invaders and Pac-Man when that finally came out. However, almost every

day after school, we would go to the end of the road and climb over a dirt pile and have real

adventures in the woods. We would hike, look for frogs, collect salamanders – we did real

manly stuff that, unfortunately, seems to be an element missing in some boys’ lives today.One

thing we used to do was play Indiana Jones. I remember going to The Salvation Army thrift

store and buying a hat that kind of looked like the one that Harrison Ford wore in the

movie.Then, I would plant “Ancient relics” in other people’s yards and make my brother go on

an adventure to find the treasure.To make this happen, I would usually first take an old

Portuguese coin from my father and hide it somewhere on our block.Mike and I would then run

from giant boulders and scorpions, cutting through our neighbors’ yards to find the coveted Ark

of the Covenant. “Watch the flowers, you bastards!” one neighbor would shout, running out to

their porch as fast as we were running through their garden beds.The imagination that went

along with our kind of “play,” was invaluable to me as a person and a future performer. Back in

the day, I liked all of the PBS shows with puppets and stuff like on Mister Rogers’

Neighborhood in the “Land of Make-Believe.” It is probably this kind of up-bringing that I would

later fall back on to tell stories in the ring and help me to find success.Look at all the reboots

you see on TV or the big screen. Today, I would argue that the younger generation controlling

Hollywood often rehashes old stories, instead of having the confidence needed to believe you

can create something new and original. Maybe this is more and more becoming today’s reality

because today’s directors and producers were less encouraged as kids to think outside of the

box and create original ideas with their minds. This could be because most of the “playing” that

goes on today happens on a device that has already been programmed for you. I don’t know.

Who knows?Being able to tell a good story is definitely an art form. Joseph Campbell was a

former English teacher of George Lucas – the guy who came up with Star Wars. He studied all

kinds of mythology from around the world and recognized a hero journey formula that movie

makers used for years and continue to use today. This formula basically works like this: you

have a flawed hero that leaves a safe spot to go on a journey to save their world from a

villainous threat. Once they overthrow the villain, the world becomes an even better place.I

remember waking up early Saturday mornings to see this formula unfold every week on

various cartoons that my brother and I liked. The Smurfs would overthrow Gargamel. He-Man



would overthrow Skeletor. GI Joe would defeat Destro and the Cobra Commander. We would

watch these cartoons in full color because we had a decent newer TV in the living room.

However, there was another form of good versus evil that we learned we could see only on a

cheaper, older, black and white television that only got UHF channels in the bedroom. I

remember the day my brother and I first found the right direction to point the old rabbit ear

antennas so that we could get WWF Wrestling.The first match I can remember seeing on that

old piece of crap TV was around 1984. It was a rehashing account of a match with the then

WWF Heavyweight Champion The Iron Sheik finally being dethroned by the new champion,

Hulk Hogan.This story of good conquering over evil left quite an impression in my young mind,

and it still exists there to this very day.SCHOOLLike a lot of other Portuguese immigrant

families, religion was important. We walked to church on Sundays where the whole ceremony

was always in Portuguese. We also both went to a Catholic middle school called Saint Mary’s

for Kindergarten through eighth grade and had Catechism classes a few days a week after

schoolSaint Mary’s was a big ole brick building that was established in 1896, and the structure

was just as old as the teaching style.To teach us the importance of the afterlife, I think the nuns/

teachers tried to make school as much like Hell as they could. For one, if you fooled around in

class, the sisters would come by and hit you on the back of your hand with a ruler. And believe

you me - that shit hurt for an eternity.Sister Elizabeth was the master and the ruler of that

world. She was also a weapons master and a true master of the ruler. I remember one time I

was practicing my basketball game in class using chewed-up wads of paper as basketballs and

my buddy Todd’s ear as the hoop. I did it three or four times before Sister Elizabeth got

wise.There was a long pause before my eardrums were cast into the depths of Hell.“PJ!” she

screeched like a demon burning in an eternal pit of fire. “Come up here right now!”The class

giggled as I walked to the front of my class like a dog with its tail between its legs. I looked back

one time at Todd, who was still picking the sticky goo out of his ear lobe, then squinted and

turned my head. Programmed like a robot, I put out both of my hands and then…WHAM!!!

WHAM!!! WHAM!!!Ruler-shots. She hit me three times so hard on the hand that I think, in

hindsight, I would have rather preferred to take three cane-shots from The Sandman after a 12-

pack of beer and an eight ball.HIGH SCHOOLWhen I got older it was less about the Death

Star and TIE Fighters flying through the sky and more about soccer and baseballs. My brother

and I started to separate more as I got older, with me leaving him a little behind for an older

crowd.I didn’t leave him high and dry though. One thing that continued to bond us still was TV,

movies, and music. One thing we never missed together was The Greatest American Hero, a

show about a regular guy who got superhero powers from a costume but lost the instruction

booklet. We also liked movies like Highlander, and subsequently found love for the band,

Queen. (Incidentally, once I started wrestling, the first song I ever came out to was “Princes of

the Universe” from the 1986 Queen album, A Kind of Magic.) After seeing Flash Gordon, my

brother and I became very much like the guy and the bear from the movie Ted. We were those

guys, worshipping his every move!After middle school, I went to Holy Cross High School, a

Catholic prep school in Connecticut. For me, high school was great. I was pretty popular. I

played sports. I had a lot of girlfriends. Because of my friendly nature, I seemed to fit in with

everyone. I fit in with the jocks. I fit in with the metal heads. I even fit in with some of the nerd

herd and the drama club.When I was 15 or 16, I was high on the WWF, and already knew I

wanted to be a pro wrestler. I knew that I was kind of on the small side at 155 pounds soaking

wet with a brick in my pocket, and I knew that most of the wrestlers were 250 pounds and up. I

started lifting weights as much as I could, but it didn’t seem to help. I knew if I was going to be

the next big wrestler, and that if the world was destined to make the shift from Hulk-a-Mania to



“PJ-a-Mania” that I was going to have to do more than just say some prayers and take some

vitamins.Around this time, there was a kid on the football team who was selling legit steroids.

One day after practice, I approached him in the locker room.Now, I had finally saved up some

money from my bagging job at the grocery store. I had been working as a bag boy at Stop N

Shop since I was 15 (and would continue to do so until I would graduate in 1991.) I didn’t want

to ask and not have the cash, because I figured that could ruin my chances altogether. So once

I had the cash, I was ready to go for it. After showering in one of those big prison-like showers,

we headed back to our lockers to get dressed. I dragged a little to catch up with the slower guy

and waited for precisely the right moment.“Hey, man. Can you get me something?” I asked.

“Something to, you know, make me a little bigger?”Tommy looked around. He waited for a

second to make sure that most of the guys were gone and replied, “Bigger?”Fortunately, this is

way before Viagra or Blue Chew, but I decided to be more descriptive so that there was no

mistake about what I was looking for.“You know. Steroids?”Tommy laughed, put his fingers up

to his lips, and then nodded. “Back in the lot.”I nodded back. I was jazzed. I followed him out to

his car where he offered me a drug called Anadrol, which came in pill form. He held up a bottle

of pills, shook it slightly, then placed it back under a blanket in the trunk of his car.“How does it

work?” I asked.“Easy. You just take one pill a day. 90 pills, for a three-month cycle.”“Does it

work?”“Does it work?” he flexed his arm which was much bigger than mine. “Does that look like

it works?” Then, he kissed his python just like Jesse “The Body” Ventura, and I was sold. “One

hundred dollars,” he said.I probably would have paid twice that. I handed him the money with

visions of becoming like the Hulkster in my mind. I didn’t have a second thought about it.Yes, I

started doing steroids when I was 16 years old.The pills immediately gave me muscle, and the

muscle immediately gave me “game.” My growing garter snakes slithered up on the babes and

brought about my first girlfriend. She was my high school sweetheart, a girl named Rhea

Giampetruzzi. I asked her out to the Senior Prom. She was my first love. She was my first

sexual encounter (hubba hubba.) She was also my first match made in hell.Before I was 18, I

was getting jacked but I already started to lose my hair. Because of this, I knew I had to step up

my game. I started to get hip to the times.The dress code at school was that we always had to

wear a button-down shirt, a blazer, and shoes. Because of this and the fact that I was bigger

than a lot of my classmates, I looked like Jason Priestley from Beverly Hills 90210; an adult

who didn’t look like he fit in with a high school setting.I truly was a prisoner of the ‘80s. I wore

the best ever black and red Air Jordans, and I even had a $500 pair of Vaurnet sunglasses that

I had to save up for a long time to afford. They were the same kind of glasses you would see

NWA’s Doctor Dre or KRS-One wear. As far as rap was concerned, they were awesome. In this

gear, I was looking fly. No doubt, I was boogie fresh.The first car I bought was a 2000 French

Model Renault Alliance. I loved bands like Black Sabbath, Pearl Jam, and Nirvana. I also loved

The Cure, U2, and any preppy cool mainstream but underground shit like that.Right around this

time, Prince was over. “Sign O’ the Times”… “Purple Rain”… “Gett Off”. I was always playing a

mixed cassette tape loaded with Prince. Actually, I was so into Prince at this time that I

eventually got the sweet androgynous Prince symbol airbrushed onto my car’s driver’s side

door!With that gimmick on the door, as Prince would say himself, I was one “Sexy

M.F.”CHAPTER 2 – Backyard WrestlingJust before the end of the ‘80s, cool stuff was

happening as a new era was being ushered in. The Berlin Wall came down as the first GPS

satellite went up. Indiana Jones had his “Last Crusade,” but Batman was just getting started.

MC Hammer was saying “U Can’t Touch This” while Tone Loc was doing the “Wild Thing.” In

the words of Bill and Ted, 1989 was “most excellent.”By my junior year of high school, I had

become a minister of misfits at Holy Cross High. I had identified, cultivated, and grown an elite



group, an underground secret society that would have been shunned by our beliefs if we went

public with them to the rest of the school. Our beliefs were simple; we were closet super fans

who believed that professional wrestling was the greatest thing in the world.My high school

girlfriend did not like it. I learned quickly that being a fan of what I thought was the best thing on

television was also taboo in many circles. I remember learning this immediately one time when

Rhea was sitting in the cafeteria talking to some of the beautiful people about the weekend’s

past events when I chimed in out of turn:“… And then Bill over there got so messed up at the

party that he looked like he was dead,” she said, pointing at one of the boys at another table

who was eating a nasty sloppy joe. They all laughed but looked away so he didn’t know they

were talking about him.“For a big guy, he sure couldn’t hold his liquor,” another said.The girls

laughed again.“Yeah!” I said. “He looked like he took a DDT from Jake Roberts.”Nothing.“Yeah,

like on concrete. We should have dumped a snake on him.”Still nothing?The smiling

expressions turned to puzzlement. Each girl at the table looked over at my girlfriend growing

scowls on their faces. She shrugged, shook her head, and quickly changed the subject.This

doesn’t make sense.It was hard for me to understand at first. How could anyone frown upon

something I cared about so much? I mean, I was definitely at a prep school, but I guess I never

put one and one together to figure out that professional wrestling was associated with low-brow

“white trash” and that is how I was being looked at for my analogy.Immediately, I recognized

that she “kayfabed” me talking about wrestling the first time in front of her friends and that it

was a topic that wasn’t allowed. I was ashamed of my words after this and knew that I probably

shouldn’t do it again.I learned I had to be careful about who I talked wrestling with, but I

couldn’t keep my passion bottled up. I had to find other enlightened losers like me who were

smart to the deal. After some strategic questioning, I started drilling everyone from school to

identify who were fans of wrestling. Although I was in the minority, my research found that there

were some, and this was a huge relief.The people I came to befriend who also loved wrestling

weren’t necessarily people I would have hung out with if we didn’t have that common thread.

It’s really weird. Pro wrestling can connect very different people like nothing else in the world

can.There is an argument that sports, in general, connects people as well, but I would have to

argue that the pro wrestling connection is way stronger than say two people who like the same

football team. Sometimes, a sports team fan is just a fan of their hometown team simply

because they are from that area. Others may like a remote team because a parent did, or

maybe because of a cool player on it. However, with wrestling, there is so much more to being

a fan of pro wrestling that draws people together.For one, people can like the storylines. They

can like the heroes, the villains, the announcers, wrestling moves, wrestling personas, the

costumes, factions, particular promotions, and particular events.Talking to strangers, or kids I

didn’t know well in school about a particular wrestler or a particular topic, for instance, instantly

took us to another place together. This is because wrestling can strike a chord with every

emotion and makes people feel something. When you are a wrestling fan, the combination of

sports and entertainment makes wrestling relatable to the inner soul of everyone on a

storytelling level.Some people acted like “the beautiful people” at that lunch table. They looked

at sports entertainment as being cheesy or silly, or trashy. However, I would move on. I

eventually found people who realized that wrestling was so much more than that, and that is

what makes everyone “in the know’ more special. And I think this remains true today.This is

when I learned that wrestling is a language that not everyone speaks. But wrestling connects

us all in the know because it’s a way of life.An arena of people who do not know each other will

gather and sit with each other for three hours. An old woman will sit down next to a young boy.

A black person will sit down next to a white person. A far-right conservative Republican will find



their seat next to an extremely liberal Democrat. They don’t see how they are different. All they

see is the common love of the game. They will then cheer together for the same wrestler, show

their shared disapproval for another, and sit on the edge of their seats at the same instant. I

challenge you, the next time you see a kid in the supermarket or a guy at the gym wearing a

wrestling t-shirt, walk by them and do the John Cena “U Can’t See Me” thing, waving your hand

in front of your face. Believe me, they will see you, and you will have instantly made a

connection that shows you are from the same universe, stronger than any worker

handshake.Once I found my people, the people who spoke the same language I did, I became

their ring leader. The secret society of the squared circle included Ed Yule, Steve Mancini, and

Nick Barbieri, to name a few. My people were just like me.When I would wake up in the

morning, I would wake up next to the hottest chick in the world. She had blonde hair, big tits,

and lips that you wanted to kiss. She was a big part of my puberty and I was lucky for that.

Waking up on the right side of the bed meant looking over and seeing that Missy Hyatt poster,

carefully removed from a World Championship Wrestling (WCW) Magazine, with her sporting a

gym outfit that could arguably destroy any man’s workout.By my closet was a picture of Ricky

Steamboat holding the National Wrestling Alliance (NWA) world title. The Dragon, of course,

was wearing the green tights and the sweet ninja bandana.On my dresser was a giant rubber

ball-like thing that you could probably kill an elephant with if you threw it hard enough; an LJN

King Kong Bundy figure. It was standing right next to his archenemy Hulk Hogan. Next to that,

were some toys that looked like He-Man but were actually American Wrestling Association

(AWA) action figures – The Fabulous Freebirds and, you guessed it, Ric Flair.Ric Flair was

huge, and I mean HUGE! At the time, I remember ganging up with my boys and watching the

big Ric Flair vs Terry Funk feud. We could not believe what we were seeing on

television.Immediately following his iconic series with Ricky Steamboat, it didn’t take “The

Nature Boy” long to find his next opponent. Just minutes after their final match, this old bastard

Terry Funk came running out of nowhere to shove his boot up Flair’s ass. That made all roads

led to an “I Quit Match” at Clash of the Champions IX.Ric Flair turning into a fan favorite and

taking on this old dickhead Terry Funk blew our freaking minds.We were captivated in front of

the TV in Nick Barbieri’s house. His mom had made us some snacks that were mostly gone

before the main event, but we were not to be disappointed. While the “I Quit Match” wouldn’t

have the work rate that the Steamboat/Flair match had, it was all action from the start. They

were slamming the microphone into each other’s heads from the get-go, and choking each

other with their spare hands.Both guys sold their asses off, bouncing around the ring like

ragdolls. It seriously looked like every move was crushing bones and tearing limbs. Around 20

minutes in, there was popcorn and snacks all over the room jarred from our little hands out of

excitement. We didn’t know how either man was still standing. They went all out. There were

absolutely no rest holds and nothing slowed down for a second until Ric pulled out his

trademark Figure Four.In the end, the pain was just too much for the Funkster to handle, and

he finally quit.What a story!After that journey together, we all aspired to be like Ric, ourselves.

When it was all said and done, we wanted more, and since there wasn’t more because that

was one of Terry’s retirement matches, we decided to figure out what it would be like if that shit

continued maybe five more minutes by acting it out ourselves.I don’t know how it happened,

but eventually, we decided to pick up where they left off and take the action to the

backyard.One day after school, we rushed home to my house. My parents both worked 9-to-5

and we knew that would give us at least two to three hours to reenact that match.We rushed to

the backyard and started throwing some of the worst punches you have ever seen, and asking

each other, “Do you submit?”“This sucks,” I said to the half dozen of us who collected together



in the name of wrestling. “Nick, come with me.”We went inside and Nick started laughing as I

started stripping the king-sized bed in my parents' room. That’s right. We took the mattress

right off the box spring and dragged it out to the backyard.“This rocks!” Nick said.Then, we

went over to the pool and pulled off the big blue tarp, and put it over the “ring padding.” That

was our canvas, and we were all about to become artists in the ring, we just didn’t know it

yet.Now, my backyard was not very level. It was a little hilly and pitched toward a row of trees at

the far end. It was hard to lay down the mattress flat, but we didn’t care. The padding meant

bodyslams and suplexes!We beat the shit out of each other. It was wonderful and

fantastic.Back at school, my mind would go over and over how to make what we did even

better. We did the same thing whenever we could meet up for the next few weeks, but we didn’t

come up with our own gimmicks or anything like that yet. We basically just shadowed whatever

we saw happening on TV. Because it was my house and I was the booker, I was of course “The

Nature Boy” Ric Flair, Nick became Sting, etc… We would all just take on a favorite persona

and then fantasy book the hell out of it.As you can guess, our backyard events got better and

better over time. All the guys kept bringing cool stuff to the table. However, I have to admit

something; it was never cool enough for valets. No girls in their right minds (and even the girls

in their wrong minds) would ever mess with us. It just wasn’t that cool back then to do so. But

we didn’t care. I remember one time, Nick put fake boobs on and proceeded to become the

ugliest version of Missy Hyatt we had ever seen.Speaking of Nick, Nick’s mom had one of

those old VHS cameras, and one day, he convinced her to let him use it. Rather than pay-per-

views, our events led up to big TV tapings where all the shit was supposed to hit the fan. So

whenever Nick could convince his mom to let him use the camera, we were secretly making up

posters with our cards on them in art class and smuggling them out.Shit was getting intense.

Our production grew and grew. One of the other wrestlers actually bought a referee shirt at the

mall. We had an NWA championship belt which consisted of a piece of leather that Ed stole

from his dad with a fancy tinfoil plate. Then one day, we even decided it was time to add theme

music for the camera.“I don’t know why we didn’t think of this before,” I said to our friend John.

We took a long orange extension cord out of the shed, then I went into the house for the tape

deck. I returned with a big red Fisher-Price Boom Box, complete with light-up EQ bands and

some super slick LL Cool J stickers. Soon, it would be my turn for “Ladies to Love Cool

PJ.”Finally, they rang the bell, or should I say, some kind of sauce pan? I walked out and they

“hit the music” by pressing play on the cassette player. I had an actual album all cued up. The

sound came just as planned.Nick’s mom’s camera zoomed in. My entrance music as Ric Flair

was not the theme from the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey that everyone associates with him,

however. Because I was a huge fan of Queen at the time and more particularly the movie,

Highlander, my rendition of Flair took some creative liberties. These changes started with my

ring entrance music because I felt this was an even more heavy rocking song. I walked down

the aisle to Queen’s “Princes of The Universe.” I strutted around the ring just like Michael

Hayes from the Freebirds used to do whenever he wrestled.That first taping was epic, but there

was only one downfall; sometimes when we ran the ropes for a clothesline, we would fall down

the hill into pricker bushes! As epic as a pricker-wire match may have sounded by our live

commentator, that shit hurt!Come the summer of 1989, I saved up some even more money

from bagging at Stop N Shop. I was determined to level out the flattest area of the yard where

we couldn’t set up the ring because it was too dippy in places where some shrubbing had been

removed long ago and never quite leveled correctly.I knew moving the action away from the

thorns was what was “best for business.” It would have been an awesome gesture for me to

buy actual landfill and fix the problem for my parents, but I could not do that. Dirt would risk



getting my mother’s mattress dirty, and that was something our promotion could not afford to

do. Therefore, thinking outside of the box, I decided to buy some planks at Home Depot to lay

over the trench.Once school was about to let out, we knew there were going to be more shows

so it became a priority to get those planks. There was only one problem. None of the boys had

a car or even a license for that matter. Having no vehicle to haul the wood in was going to be

tough, but that was not going to stop us. We were determined.On the very first weekday off that

summer, we had six dudes on 10-speed bikes show up to the hardware store, that morning.

We looked like the kids from E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial. I paid for the beams, then handed two

planks to each pair of bicyclists. Then, we pedaled our asses off with one hand on our wood

and the other on our handlebars.One of the boys, Steve, kept making the caravan stop.“What

the fuck Steve?!” I would say, turning around and stopping.“Dude,” he said. “I’m getting a huge

splinter!”Lame ass.“Come on!” I said, pedaling away.We got the wood back to the house and

our plan worked like a charm. We used the lumber to make the base of the ring. We laid the

beams down, put the mattress on top of them, then added the pool cover. It was beautiful. The

beams even added a little spring. It was perfect.MAKING THE CUTEven before the backyard

days, I remember seeing magazines with Roddy Piper and Greg Valentine in a dog collar

match on the cover. They were both so goddam bloody that it looked like someone cleaned a

deer right in the ring above them.For the next TV taping, we decided it was time to take things

up a step. With the new improved ring, we decided we were going to have our first blood

match. In fact, the idea was that at this gig everyone on the card was going to gig (cut

themselves to bleed.) We had the concept and started to promote it. We made our posters.

“NWA: Bloodbath” was going to be our WrestleMania, and we figured this was going to turn us

into real professional wrestlers. We even pictured that local neighbors and other people might

see some of our posters and come to our event as an actual audience to see the

spectacle.The concept was easy. If you bleed, they will come. We all had done the math. The

formula for success was right there in front of us:Razor blades equal color.Now, we didn’t know

a whole lot about the “ins and outs” of wrestling, but we had heard that blading was what you

did in the business. There was something about aspirin and something about taping the razor

to your finger. That was about all we knew.For this taping, we all couldn’t wait to get color. We

talked about how badass it was going to be and how we were going to look just like those gory

‘70s Bill Apter mags.When my match came, I remember Johnny hitting me with a folded lawn

chair with the yellow tubing seat. I went down hard and sold it.Here we go. This is going to be

awesome.I fumbled for a minute on the ground in the grass and took a little blade out of my

wrist tape.Owww!I pricked my head.I threw the blade into the bushes and reached up to touch

the juice. I expected to be wearing the crimson mask, but there was nothing.What the hell? I

don’t get it. I took three Advils and everything!I waited for a minute and then finally…Blooppp.A

tiny blood droplet popped out of my head like mouse shit. Being the performer that I am, I went

with it. I decided to spit on my hand to mix it, but even that was a chore. It was kind of hot out. I

was thirsty and had cotton mouth. So in my last-ditch effort, I hocked up a “super throat load”

loogie and slapped it onto my forehead.
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kerbev, “Great book for wrestling fans. I really liked this book and I highly recommend it to any

wrestling fan. I've read a few by this ghost writer. He works with a bunch of wrestlers to help get

their stories together and keep the legends alive.I didn't know exactly what to expect from this

book, but Justin Credible traveled with some of the biggest names in the business and then

went on to transform himself and become a champion in his own rights. This was a great book

that follows his career with interesting stories. Highly recommended.”

Larry Helferich, “Great Book. I didn’t know a lot about Justin Credible. This book says a lot

about him. I’ve read what other people have said about him and not all of it is good. This book

gives a great insight into his life. The people who influenced him and shaped him into who he

became. He ran with some of the biggest names in wrestling. He is truthful in the book whether

it be good or bad. Want a book that’s real I would read this one.”

Martin Carbone, “Tremendous read. An excellent book about one of the quintessential

hardcore wrestling icons of the 90’s and 2000’s. Great stories, great fun. Very upbeat and

honest. Pure joy to read.”

Chris, “A must read for wrestling fans everywhere. This guy is underrated but was around for

everything. He traveled with the clique, was on the first episodes of raw, helped get over

Undertaker and Steve Austin, and then went on to reinvent himself into the extreme. Very cool

book loaded with stories!”

Scott McGregor, “Awesome!. This was a great book! It exceeded my expectations. You might

say this book is… Justin Credible!!”

Mike, “The Impact Player. The book was…well…just incredible!”

The book by Kenny Casanova has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 22 people have provided feedback.
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